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Imagine a world where ghosts follow you everywhere you go and watch every breath you

take.Now, imagine falling asleep.Ghosts have been a part of Joni Mayhan's life since she was

a child. She was born with a gift, one that separates her from normal people and makes her a

target in the spirit world. After surviving the Soul Collector, she thought the worst was behind

her, but it was only the beginning.True terrifying paranormal stories, complete with photos and

EVPs

From the Back CoverThis improved and updated second edition covers the theory,

development, and design of electro-acoustic transducers for underwater applications. This

highly regarded text discusses the basics of piezoelectric and magnetostrictive transducers

that are currently being used as well as promising new designs. It presents the basic acoustics

as well as the specific acoustics data needed in transducer design and evaluation. A broad

range of designs of projectors and hydrophones are described in detail along with methods of

modeling, evaluation, and measurement. Analysis of projector and hydrophone transducer

arrays, including the effects of mutual radiation impedance and numerical models for elements

and arrays, are also covered. The book includes new advances in transducer design and

transducer materials and has been completely reorganized to be suitable for use as a textbook,

as well as a reference or handbook. The new edition contains updates to the first edition, end-

of-chapter exercises, and solutions to selected exercises. Each chapter includes a short

introduction, end-of-chapter summary, and an extensive reference list offering the reader more

detailed information and historical context.Offers a highly comprehensive text which is more

extensive than the first edition Casts new light on the basics of piezoelectric and

magnetostrictive transducers Includes sections on transducer and array advancements, as well

as descriptions of legacy and new transducers and materials Presents chapters in a

systematic sequence for an improved learning experienceProvides a glossary of key terms and

an extensive appendix which includes sections on transducer materials, magnetostrictive and

piezoelectric coefficients, frequently used formulas, hydrophone noise, relevant mathematics,

transducer publications, and much more --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the

AuthorDr. John L. Butler is Chief Scientist at Image Acoustics, Inc. and has had over forty years

of both practical and theoretical experience in the design and analysis of underwater sound

transducers and arrays. He has worked for and consulted to a number of underwater acoustics

firms as well as Parke Mathematical Laboratories and the U. S. Navy. He has also taught

courses in acoustics at Northeastern University, Naval Air Development Center, Raytheon

Company, Harris Transducer Products and Hazeltine Corporation (now Ultra Ocean Systems,

Inc.), Massa Products Corporation, Etrema Products, Plessey Australia, and Lund Institute of

Technology, Sweden. He holds twenty seven patents and has presented or published well over

thirty papers on electro-acoustic transducers. In 1977 he was elected fellow of the Acoustical

Society of America and has received their 2015 Silver Medal Award for advancing the field of

acoustic transducers and transducer arrays. His education includes Ph. D., Northeastern

University, Boston, MA, and Sc. M., Brown University, Providence, RI. Dr. Charles H. Sherman

(1928-2009) received a B. S. degree in physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

in 1950. After his first job at TracerLab, Inc. in Boston, he became a research physicist at the

Naval Underwater Sound Laboratory in New London, CT. He received M.S. and Ph.D. Degrees



from the University of Connecticut and was elected Fellow of the Acoustical Society of America

in 1974. He became a prominent expert in underwater transducers and arrays, presenting and

publishing over thirty papers related to underwater acoustics. He also worked at Parke

Mathematical Laboratories in Carlisle, MA, and taught advanced acoustics at the University of

Connecticut and in the Ocean Engineering Department of the University of Rhode Island. He

received the prestigious Decibel Award, which is presented to a scientist or engineer for

outstanding contributions to sonar and underwater acoustics. After his retirement from the

Sound Lab in 1988, he worked for Image Acoustics, Inc. and in 2007, co-authored the first

edition of Transducers and Arrays for Underwater Sound, a technical monograph

commissioned by the Office of Naval Research and the most comprehensive treatment to date

of underwater transducers and arrays. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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MayhanTrue Paranormal Non-fictionParanormal FictionAcknowledgementsHow do you really

thank someone for saving your life?That might sound somewhat melodramatic, considering

we’re talking about ghosts and not avalanches, but that doesn’t make it any less important. The

people who played roles in this book saved me in more ways than one.Thank you, first and

foremost, Sandy MacLeod for always being there beside me, no matter how dark the situation

became. Having someone who was on the same evolutionary path was essential. I’m fairly

certain I wouldn’t have survived without you.My mentors throughout this voyage helped me by

giving me tools to work with and by saving me countless times. Thank you Barbara Williams for

your support and sound advice; to Kaden Mattison for teaching me about energy; to Chris

George for showing me the golden egg method of protection; to Jose Prada for your knowledge

and protection; and lastly, to Michael Robishaw for literally saving my life.Much appreciation is

due to fellow author Gare Allen for tirelessly editing my book, chapter by chapter, and for

providing much needed author support.My beta readers were given a very tight deadline and

they pulled through like champs. Thank you Tami Stevens, Jill Anne and Eileen Landry.Finally,

to all those who allowed me to share our experiences together, you have my deepest gratitude:

Barbara Kirk Niles, Pamela Howell, Mary Lou Moriarty, Crystal Pina, Ken Murray, Raymond

Richard, Gina Bengtson and Jeff Legere.ContentsAcknowledgementsIn The BeginningThe

Man at the Rock WallThe Barre HouseThe Haunted Pet StoreMotel GhostsMy Paranormal

Side-KickThe Cemetery GhostA Ghost in My HouseCaptain Sibley’s GhostThe Paranormal

TeamMy First MentorThe Ghost Near Purple Head BridgeThe Soul CollectorSurviving the Soul

CollectorThe Ghost at Parsonsfield SeminaryTaking Back My PowerThe Scene of the

CrimeThe Prison Camp HitchhikerSandyGhost of the Week ClubThe Prison Camp GhostThe

Baron of the CemeteryBarbara WilliamsThe Living NightmareThe ExtractionOnto the NextThe

Toilet Paper BanditCurtiss House Inn ExperienceThe Light WorkerMichael RobishawAnd the

Battle BeginsThe DarknessThe MoveThe Gettysburg TripChasing the MilesRuin of SoulsFor

Sandy Macleod – Thank you for always being my light in the darknessPreludeJune 2016I

chased the miles, driving as fast as I could manage, my eyes constantly seeking the rear view

mirror, terrified at what I might find in my backseat.In my heart loomed a horror I couldn’t wrap

my mind around. Had this really happened to me again?Did another demon latch onto me?

Why was this happening?Was I marked in some way, creating a beacon they could easily

follow?I could hear the entity’s words inside my head. They rattled around like a loose screw in

a frantically racing machine.When it gets dark, I will show myself to you and cause you to have

an accident.I saw his scenario unfold in my mind, playing with such perfect detail that it felt

more like a memory than a vision. I would watch dusk settled on the horizon as I crossed the

border into Kentucky, still hours away from home. I would feel his presence before I actually

saw him, catching movement out of the corner of my eye as a passing car illuminated the

interior of my car.I’d turn with a gasp and he would be there in all his immortal glory, grinning at

me with teeth that were crusted with cemetery dirt. His face was as black as the inside of a

crypt, making the whites of his eyes seem brighter, almost as though they were illuminated by

an internal fire, reminding me of something from a Halloween display. His white shirt was



neatly pressed beneath his slim black jacket, but I only saw this detail for a moment. My eyes

were too fixated on his horrible sneer. It made me want to crawl inside of myself and find a

place to hide where he couldn’t find me.He wanted to tear my flesh from my bones with those

horrible teeth, one painful bite after another, and then spit me out, claiming my soul as his own

until he had pulled every ounce of light from it.“God, help me,” I whispered.I wanted a cigarette,

even though I hadn’t smoked for more than two years. The need was so strong, I nearly pulled

over at the next exit to purchase a pack, before I realized that cigarettes weren’t going to help

me with this.What I needed was someone to sweep in and save me. I needed a miracle

because this thing was in my backseat, patiently waiting for darkness to fall.That was all I could

think about.Darkness and what it would bring.Chapter 1In The BeginningAt first glance, there

is nothing remarkable about me.I’m average height and weight, with dark blonde hair and

green eyes.At heart, I’m a true introvert. I like quiet activities, often indulging in long thought-

purging walks with my dog or camping out at home, reading or binging on Netflix.Sometimes,

when the creative urge strikes me, I paint pictures that I usually give away to friends and family.

I like to wear clothes that are comfortable, typically something along the lines of jeans and a t-

shirt. If you saw me at the grocery store, you’d probably identify me as a suburban mom,

someone with grown kids and a normal everyday life. Nothing could be further from the truth.In

reality, there is something quite startling about me.Despite my outward appearance, there is a

hidden element inside of me that has made my life a living hell. I’ve alluded to it in several of

my other books, but I haven’t divulged the full extent of the nightmare that I live with every

single day.I am a ghost magnet.I’m not sure how it started, but it’s been with me since

childhood. My earliest memories come from the age of four years-old.Bedtime was a true

horrorfest for me. As soon as my mother tucked me in, I begged for her to turn on a nightlight

before she left the room. If she tried to close my bedroom door, essentially cutting me off from

the rest of the family and the blessed light that filtered through my doorway, I’d nearly go into

hysterics.“No! Please, leave it open!” I wailed.She stared at me for a moment, probably

wondering if she should follow the advice from the child rearing books that were piled on her

nightstand and just force me to get used to it. In the end, she sighed and ended up leaving the

door open a crack.(Above) The log cabin where I first encountered ghostsEven with the

meager light, it wasn’t much better. The dead would still find me. If I thought that the light was a

means of keeping them at bay, I was sorely mistaken. The light only served to allow me to see

them better. They liked the fact that I was isolated and frightened. They would wait until my

mother’s footsteps receded down the hallway before they would emerge from the shadows.My

first indication that they were there came with a noise. It was a buzzing in my ear that mimicked

the way the television sounded when the station went off the air. I heard it drift across the

room, getting louder as it got closer. I tucked my head under my covers and hugged my stuffed

animal close, trying to remember my prayers. If I cried out for my parents, my pleas were often

met with frustration.“Joni, go back to bed. There’s nothing to be afraid of. There’s no such thing

as ghosts,” they would tell me, and that would be the end of it.When I finally managed to fall

asleep, my night was filled with terrifying nightmares. This continued throughout my childhood.

By the time I was seven years-old, I began having night terrors. I would race around the house,

fleeing from something my parents couldn’t see, tears streaming down my face. No matter

what they did, they couldn’t wake me up. They had to just wait it out.Eventually, I would come

out of the nightmare, bits and pieces of the dream world still clinging to my mind. I often had

the same dream over and over again. A tall skinny man with an evil smile and a black hat

pursued me, chasing me through the woods to the site of an old chair lift. Once I got onto it,

thinking I was escaping him as I was carried high into the dark night, I began hearing his voice



in my ear.Come with us or we will take your family, one by one.We’ll start with your little sister.

She will be most delicious.And then we’ll take your mother, and then your father, while we

make you watch.I would wake up, feeling disoriented and confused as I stared up at my

parents who looked as though they’d just seen a ghost themselves.Not long after that, I began

experiencing excruciating migraine headaches, something that would follow me into adulthood.

They came on just after lunch and would completely drain me of energy and a will to live.

Within an hour, I would be vomiting up anything I ate that morning, the pain in my head so

severe, I couldn’t function. I would hole myself up into a dark room and pray that sleep would

take me away from the pain.My mother whisked me off to every doctor and specialist she could

think of. My head was examined inside and out thoroughly, but they couldn’t find anything

wrong.Typically, migraine headaches start when a child enters puberty, but it started far earlier

for me, which made no sense to the specialists. They put me on medications that caused me to

fall asleep at school, but didn’t prevent the onslaught of pain. After a while, they threw their

hands up and sent me home to deal with it.“Maybe she’ll outgrow them,” they said.Perhaps

they should have looked at what they couldn’t see instead. What they didn’t realize was that I

was born with abilities that would mark me forever.I began retreating inwardly, avoiding other

kids and adults as much as possible. I discovered a love for books, something that kept my

mind off of everything else going on in my life. I learned to ignore the strange feelings that

came over me when my ears would begin to buzz with the sound of static.During this time, my

parents began fighting which led to a pretty nasty divorce. The doctors began blaming my

migraines on the divorce, but I wasn’t sure that was the reason. Something was wrong inside

my head, something nobody could fix.As an adult, I can look back and see the progression of

events as though they were schematics on a blueprint. Children with metaphysical abilities

often go through physical changes as well. Attempting to adapt to something so terrifying

changed the way my brain functioned. I’m also pretty sure all those x-rays and magnetic

probings didn’t help much either.All this would continue throughout my childhood and into my

adulthood without explanation. I wouldn’t understand why I sometimes just “knew things” and

hated crowds until I was in my mid-forties.The truth was: I might have looked like an ordinary

child, but there was something fairly extraordinary about me from the very start. Unfortunately,

it would take several decades of suffering before I truly understood what was going on.Chapter

2The Man at the Rock WallLife has a tendency of getting in the way. That’s what happened to

me.In 1984, I met a man who would later become my husband. We moved in together and then

got married in 1986. Since his family lived in Massachusetts, it wasn’t long before he began

talking about us moving there too.I hated the idea of being so far away from my own family, but

the temptation of a new location was alluring. Soon after we got married, we packed up our two

dogs and our meager possessions and hauled them a thousand miles east, where we set up

our new home.Jobs were far more plentiful in Massachusetts, so it wasn’t long before we were

both working full time positions. We scrimped and saved and bought our first home in 1988. A

year later our daughter Laura was born.For many years, I had shut down my abilities. If my

ears began ringing at odd times, I blamed it on tinnitus. If I felt as though I was being watched, I

brushed it off. Unfortunately, this wasn’t easy to do considering the house we moved into was

haunted.I documented this story in my 2015 book .The haunting at our new house was

unimaginable. The entity that lived there had mastered the ability to move objects and knew

how to frighten me. He turned my happily-ever-after into a nightmare that I was forced to

endure for eleven long years.We eventually escaped the house, leaving the haunting behind

us. We built a house in Oakham, Massachusetts, which I thought would eliminate the possibility

of another haunting. In some ways, I was right, but in other ways I was very wrong.The



property where we built the house had once been part of a large family farm. After purchasing

a book about the history of our new town, I learned that family that once owned the land had

been an integral part of Oakham since the early 1800’s.(Above) The Oakham house the first

winter we moved in, before I built the rock wall.We walked the property, trying to find the perfect

spot to put a house and ended up settling on a hill in the middle. I imagined it planted at the

apex of the land, looking down over the valley of pines and undergrowth like a castle on a

hill.Once the foundation was laid, we were distraught to learn that the front yard would drop off

several feet from the front door. The contractor planned on just leaving it that way, not wanting

to invest the time and resources on actually making it look pretty.I walked back and forth in

front of the wall, trying to figure out what to do about it while my two children, Laura and Trevor,

played in the yard. Laura was ten and her younger brother was four, which put them at prime

ages for sibling arguments. Trevor wanted to follow Laura everywhere she went, but Laura was

having none of that.We had only been in the house a few months, surviving our first winter

there. It was now March and the snow was rapidly melting and the yard was full of robins,

which was a good sign that spring was approaching.Since moving there, I had enjoyed the

luxury of staying home with the kids, but it was something I knew wouldn’t last. I wanted to take

full advantage of my time off. Getting the yard in shape was at the top of my list.Laura scooped

up a handful of melting snow and lobbed it at her brother, who protested loudly.“Be quiet for a

minute!” I scolded them, trying to figure out what to do with the front yard to make it look better.

If we left it like it was, the entire concept of having our dream home would be ruined for me. It

just wouldn’t look right.Inspiration found me as I tripped over a large rock that had been

uprooted during the excavation of the basement. As I glanced around, I realized there were

hundreds, if not thousands of rocks. I would build a wall.It was an ambitious project. I started it

the next morning and finished nine months later as the first snow of the season began to fall. It

was a grueling job that made my arm muscles as hard as the stones themselves, but it was

satisfying all the same. Ironically, it also gave me a deeper look into the history of the land from

a perspective I wouldn’t have imagined beforehand.Since the wall was nearly seventy feet long

and four feet tall, I needed a lot of stones. While I found a great deal of them scattered in the

yard, it wasn’t enough to finish the job. Behind the house, near the old cart path, I found an old

stone wall that had eroded back into the ground and began cannibalizing it for my new

wall.Back in the 1800’s New England farmers often built walls surrounding their properties. It

gave them a definite border between their property and their neighbor’s land, but it also served

an even greater purpose. It gave them somewhere to put the rocks.New England soil is

saturated with rocks. Sometimes they even pop up from the ground on their own. This is

something you learn fairly quickly. All you have to do is dig a hole in your yard and you’ll hit so

many rocks, you’ll soon find yourself swearing at the ground.As I began pulling rocks from the

old wall, I heard a high pitched hum. It reminded me of the sound I heard when I was near a

ghost. This one was a bit different though. Unlike the buzzing I heard at our last house, this one

felt more passive.I found myself tuning into it, reaching deeper into the sound for more

information. Soon, images began flooding my mind. I saw an older man with fly-away white hair

that was several months past its last haircut and a beard that brushed his chest. He was

wearing a faded blue plaid shirt that was halfway unbuttoned, displaying a stained white

undershirt beneath it. Old fashioned overalls hung off him by one shoulder, the denim soft and

worn.I saw him leaning against a shovel, sweat pouring off him in buckets as he rested for a

moment. “Damn rocks,” he muttered to himself before picking the shovel back up to continue

his job.As the image faded from my mind, I found myself again seeing the landscape in front of

me as it was now. When I saw the man, the land surrounding him was open and treeless, but



now there was a forest.(Above) Aphoto of the man I saw at the rock wallI shook my head,

trying to determine if the image I saw was real or just my imagination. All my life I was told that

I had an active imagination, something I often utilized in my writing and in my craft projects, but

this was something altogether different. The image was so clear, it was almost as though I saw

a snapshot in my head.I wasn’t sure what to do with the information. After living in a haunted

house for eleven years, the last thing I wanted to do was tell my husband. While he eventually

believed me after experiencing some of the activity himself, he probably wouldn’t have faith in

me this time, so I just kept this knowledge to myself. Our marriage had become tedious enough

on its own. I didn’t need to tempt fate with more paranoia about something that might not even

be valid.I just tucked it away somewhere inside my mind and mused about it when I plucked

rocks from the old wall. If he was truly there, he didn’t seem to mind me tearing apart his old

wall. Years later, I would happen upon a picture of Oakham from the 1800’s. In it was a man

who looked eerily similar to the one I saw in my mind. He was identified in the picture as the

man who once owned the farm.The man continued to visit with me while I completed my wall,

but he never made any advances towards me. He just watched me work, becoming my

invisible companion as I nearly broke my back hauling rocks from one wall to another. It was an

interesting realization for me though. It was the first time I encountered a ghost that didn’t scare

me.Unlike the scary man who haunted our last home, this man just wanted to share the

moment with me. He didn’t want anything from me and had no interest in scaring me. He was

just there, watching.It made me realize that ghosts weren’t the scary things I thought they

were. Granted, some of them were horribly frightening, but some of them weren’t. They were

just people who no longer had bodies.We only ended up living in the Oakham house for five

years before our marriage fell apart. The house then went onto the real estate market and my

husband and I parted ways.He found another house in Oakham that was priced to sell

because it needed extensive work, and I found a house in nearby Barre.My new house was an

old colonial that sat right on the main road going into town. It was much smaller than my dream

home, but had promise. I began mentally decorating the rooms and adding much needed

landscaping along the bare foundation.Two weeks before my moving truck was due to arrive, I

was hit with devastating news. The sellers backed out. They took the house off the market and

refused to sell.This put me in a horrible position. Not having any family in the area, I had

nowhere to go. I ended up putting my belongings into temporary storage and moved into an

efficiency motel a half hour away.My realtor worked feverishly to find me a new house, knowing

my situation wasn’t good. Not only was I separated from my kids due to their school schedule,

but I was also separated from my pets.My ex-husband agreed to keep my pets for me, but they

were forced to spend their days in a utility closet in the basement due to his allergies. When I

visited them, they gave me the saddest expressions, as if telling me to do something.“I’m

trying,” I whispered to them as I left with tears in my eyes.When a house came onto the market,

I was elated. Once I went to see it, the feeling fell apart like a sandcastle on a windy day. It

wasn’t what I wanted and I didn’t like the way it felt inside.There was a very good chance it was

haunted, but I didn’t have any other choices. I could either stay in the motel and continue

looking or I could take a chance.I should have kept on looking.Chapter 3The Barre HouseThe

house in Barre certainly wasn’t my happily ever after house. It wasn’t even close. It was the

kind of house that new families start out in while saving for something nicer. It wasn’t the kind

of house that a forty-something year-old divorced woman with a head full of dreams bought.It

was less than 900 square feet, which was nearly a third of the size of the house I just left.

Squat and square, it boasted a hip roof, and was surrounded by asphalt, something that I

found less than desirable.I walked around it, taking in the faded beige siding and the old



windows.(Above) The Barre house after a typical New England snowstorm“What’s up with all

the asphalt?” I asked the realtor as I eyed the ring of pavement that surrounded the house.

Even the sidewalks and back patio, if you could call it that, consisted of the same black

pavement. It was ugly and utilitarian, built for purpose but not for appearance.“I’m not sure,” she

said, clearly not in the mood to humor me any further. It was apparent she was tired of showing

me house after house. She just wanted to sell me something and move onto the next client.The

inside of the house was a pleasant change from the outside. It had polished hardwood flooring

in the living room and fresh carpeting in all the bedrooms. The kitchen had been recently

renovated and had brand new cabinets and flooring. Even though the house was small, the

abundance of windows gave it a sunny persona.I quickly learned that it was a flipped house. A

realtor bought it from the bank after it went into foreclosure and did a quick down-and-dirty

renovation before putting it back on the market for nearly $80,000 more than they bought it for.I

spoke to the realtor who had flipped it and learned a little more about the family who lived there

before me.“The kitchen walls were crusted with food,” he told me. “It was so bad, we had to

remove all the sheet rock and replace it.”It made me wonder about those people. I knew they

lost the house to foreclosure, but I knew very little about them otherwise. Looking around, it

seemed strange to think that other people once lived their lives within these four walls. I tried to

envision it, but couldn’t get past the mental imagery of the food stained walls.Thanksgiving had

come and gone, finding me attempting to cook a turkey in a tiny oven for two children who

would have rather been with their father at his enormous house. If they spent the night with me,

they either had to crowd into my bed with me or sleep on the sofa in the living room. There

wasn’t a massive television and a family room set up for their use. There was one room that

served as the kitchen and the living room and another one that was just large enough for a bed

and dresser.The motel was located in a less than savory area. When I came home from work, I

often saw working girls leaving their rooms several doors down. As the street lamps came on at

dusk, I watched cars pull up in the parking lot and make exchanges through the windows. It

was a far cry from my three acre lot in Oakham.I mourned the loss like a death. Not only had I

lost my marriage, I also lost my family. My children spent more time with their father and his

new girlfriend than they did with me and holidays became a blank spot on the calendar.As

Christmas rapidly approached, I felt a twinge settle in my soul.I couldn’t imagine setting up a

tree in the tiny living space and trying to pretend that everything was alright when it really

wasn’t. Before I could catch it, my mind would flash to the previous season, to the grand white

fir set up in front of the double windows, glistening with white lights.My work days at the pet

store I managed had nearly drained me entirely. As part of an annual fundraiser, I had set up a

Christmas tree lot in the parking area near my store, hoping to sell enough trees to make a

profit for my chosen charity.Not only was I attempting to manage a multi-million dollar store, I

was also managing a second business of selling those trees. I had invested several thousand

dollars of my own money for the initial purchase, but was still in the red. If I sold every tree I

had purchased, I would make over $2000 for my charity. If I didn’t, I’d have to eat the

shortcomings.I didn’t have a lot of time for deep thinking. All I could consider was Christmas

finding me in the efficiency unit, celebrating two doors down from prostitutes and drug dealers.

I called the realtor and told her my decision.“I’m going to buy the Barre house,” I told her, the

tone in my voice speaking volumes of my lack of enthusiasm. I’d treat it like a stepping stone,

moving on to a better house as soon as possible.Three days before Christmas 2005, two

things happened simultaneously. I sold the last tree at work and I moved into my new house.As

I unpacked the mountain of boxes, trying to find a spot for everything, I heard a knock at my

door. I opened it to find my realtor standing on the sidewalk with a Balsam fir in her hands.“I



wanted to bring you a house warming gift and figured you wouldn’t have time to get a tree!” she

said, her face lit up with enthusiasm.I nearly groaned in her face.***The house had three small

bedrooms. Two were located at the front of the house, with another one in the back. Even

though the front bedrooms were larger, I felt drawn to the back bedroom.It was positioned on

the dark side of the house. When the sun rose in the east and set in the west, it would barely

be touched by sunlight, providing me with a perfect place to sleep.I painted the walls the color

of a terra cotta flowerpot, with dusty smudges of white painstakingly dabbed on with a sea

sponge. I wanted something different, something my now ex-husband couldn’t deny me. He

often frowned at my odd color choices, preferring white walls instead. Now, I could do whatever

I wanted. I could paint them Princess Pink if I wanted to.I filled the room with cherished

treasures I had spent years collecting. A metal framed bed went below one of the windows and

was flanked on either side with matching iron lamps with lavender lamp shades. I hung gold

framed photos on the wall, giving the room a definite feminine touch. A painting that my

grandmother gave me hung beside the door, next to a collection of colorful scarves and old

pocketbooks. It wasn’t a room that would ever be featured in a magazine spread, but it had my

personality stamped all over it.I imagined it becoming my sanctuary, a place where I could

retreat to when the world got to be too much for me. I filled my nightstands with paperbacks

and bought a TV to put on my bureau. I added plump pillows and a fluffy afghan for my cats to

cuddle on.I quickly went to work on the other rooms as well, painting the kitchen a cheery

lemon yellow and the living room a calm sage green. Since most of my possessions didn’t fit in

the tiny house, I hauled them down to the basement, which was my least favorite place in the

house.Something about it gave me the creeps. I don’t know if it was the musty smell of mold or

the low ceilings. Even the lighting contributed to the creepy demeanor, with single light bulbs

hanging in the center of each room.One section of the basement appeared to have been

somewhat renovated. I say “somewhat” because it was a half-hearted effort. A sheetrock

ceiling and walls had been constructed, but were crumbling and moldy from the constant

moisture that seeped in through the foundation. If I planned to use the room, I’d have to invest

in a dehumidifier, something I couldn’t afford at the moment.I roamed the basement rooms with

a flashlight, dodging the cobwebs that hung like garland from the open rafters, my sense of

intrigue turning to anxiety in a matter of moments.In one of the basement rooms, I found an old-

fashioned medicine cabinet hanging on the wall. I stood and stared at it for a long moment,

trying to make sense of it. Why hang a medicine cabinet in the darkest corner of a basement?

The thought gave me a chill as I imagined someone actually living down there.There wasn’t

any plumbing in the basement, so a medicine cabinet didn’t make any sense. If someone

attempted to use it for anything other than storage, he’d have to bring a flashlight just to see his

reflection in the mirror.As I walked back into the large room, where the oil tank and boiler were

housed, my eyes caught a startling sight.The wall had once been painted white, but had aged

to the color of cemetery stones. Sporadically scattered along the wall were dark smudges with

drips running down from them.I stopped dead and stared at it, feeling a sense of unease come

over me. For all the world, it looked as though someone had lined up a group of people and

shot them in their heads. I shuddered at the thought, willing the images in my mind to

disintegrate.Surely, if a murder happened here, I would have known about it. I think the realtor

would have been forced to tell me. It still left me feeling disconcerted.As I stared at those dark

splotches, it was as if the energy was rising from the wall, implanted with the horrid memories

that created them. Cold chills rose on both of my arms and I felt my stomach clinch with

anxiety.What else could it be?Either someone created an elaborate hoax or something very

bad had happened in my basement. Before the images of death and horror could get a firm



grip on my mind, I turned away. It wasn’t something I was prepared to deal with.I hastily

retreated back up the decrepit stairs, finding my way back to my bright sunny kitchen. My two

cats blinked at me from the couch in the adjacent living room where they soaked in the

sunshine from the picture window.“Hey babies,” I cooed at them.They purred as they looked at

me.Besides my two fat tabby housecats, Gatorbug and Skeeter, I also had a black Border

Collie mix I rescued from a shelter the (Above) Gatorbug, Skeeter and Ripleyprevious year

named Ripley. The three of them were like family to me.As I settled into the Barre house, I

again became aware of the energy that lingered there. I felt it the first time I walked through the

house, but it wasn’t something I could put my finger on. It was simply there. But as time

progressed, it separated itself from the shadows and began letting itself be known.After a few

months, it became clear to me. I had moved into another haunted house.Chapter 4The

Haunted Pet StoreMy first year in the Barre house was busy. Besides trying to make my new

house a home, I had a high volume pet store to run.I didn’t happen upon my job by accident.

Before I got pregnant with my daughter Laura, I managed a small pet store in the town of

Sudbury. The company went belly-up while I was on maternity leave, so I took time off to focus

on raising my daughter. It was a nice break and I enjoyed every moment of it, but money was

tight. By the time Laura started Kindergarten, I was back at work, trying to earn a much needed

income.I started working as a cashier at a local pet store chain and was promoted to an

assistant manager position within the year. I was a hard worker, full of ideas to help grow the

business and soon found myself accepting a general manager position within the company.For

several years, I moved from location to location, fixing up neglected stores and then turning

them over to a new manager. After giving birth to my second child, I learned that the company

had been sold to a national chain. I decided to take the time off to raise Trevor like I had with

his sister.Soon after I finished the stone wall at the Oakham house, I was pressured to find

another job. Living on one income was difficult and more money was needed.I applied for a

general manager position at the large pet store chain that bought out my old company, but

didn’t get the job. Instead, they offered me an assistant manager position, one I took gratefully.

After a year of proving myself to them, I was offered a general manager position at another

location.The Shrewsbury store was located in a run-down shopping plaza near the edge of the

Worcester border. It attracted a wide range of shoppers. Not only did we get the needy

customers, who insisted on employing me as their personal shopper while they painstakingly

perused the store, but we also got the shoplifters from the bad parts of town. Trying to maintain

some sort of balance between the two could have been a full time job in itself.Shortly after I

took over the store, the employees began telling me about Fred. Apparently, they felt the

building was haunted.“How do you know his name is Fred?” I asked.One of my team leads

stepped forward. She was a pretty young blonde with an open smile. She had been with the

company for many years and knew the ins and outs of the store better than anyone.“Follow me

and I’ll show you,” she said.I followed Carrie to the back of the store, praying for a pause

between shoppers to satisfy my curiosity.The store was long and narrow, reminiscent of a

bowling alley. It had low drop-ceilings that were adorned with brown water stains and old rusty

shelving that had been repainted red so many times, the paint had bubbled.She brought me to

an employee bathroom that was painted dark green. It made the already small room feel like

an algae coated closet.Someone had tacked up glittery stickers along all the walls, depicting

cartoonish sea life. It took me a moment to realize they were hoping to make the bathroom feel

like the inside of an aquarium. With their unfortunate color choice, it felt more like being

trapped inside of a decaying septic tank instead.“Right after we painted it, this appeared,” she

said, pointing to a jagged line of words.Fred was here.I stared at it, trying to understand what



she was telling me. It was obvious that someone had scratched the words into the paint. How

was that paranormal?“Didn’t someone just scratch that into the wall?” I asked, stating the

obvious.She smiled. “That’s what we thought when we first saw it, but we painted over it again

and it reappeared each time.”I must have given her an incredulous look. I’ve been told that my

emotions play out clearly on my face, no matter how hard I try to hide them. This time was no

different.“Well, that’s what we think anyway. I guess it could have just leaked through the new

paint,” she said, attempting to discard her earlier enthusiasm.I felt as though I’d just taken a

lollipop away from a starving child. Her expression went from elated to disappointed in two

seconds. Besides my inability to hide my emotions, I also have a tendency to speak my mind

without thinking about the consequences. This is something I still continue to work on.At that

moment, someone paged me to the cash register, so I didn’t have time to pursue the

conversation any further. I wouldn’t have to wait long for another example though. Several days

later, something else happened.We often worked over-night shifts. With a store as busy as

ours, it was impossible to get all our tasks done when the store was filled with shoppers.Armed

with extra-large coffees, we started at ten o’clock in the evening as the last of the shoppers

exited through the automatic double doors. Twenty pallets full of product had arrived earlier in

the day and we were eager to get it onto the shelves.My head receiver pulled the pallets out

onto the floor near the area where the product was located and a group of people would begin

tearing it apart, placing the items on the corresponding shelves.After several hours of this, we

stopped to take a well-needed break. I took a sip of my now cool coffee and plopped down on

the edge of a pallet full of wild bird seed, praying I didn’t split the bag open in the

process.Without warning, a thumping noise went across the store intercom.It sounded exactly

like a heartbeat.Everyone in the group paused, looking up at the ceiling as though expecting to

see some mammoth beast lurking there.“What the hell was that?” I asked.Carrie laughed,

amusement lighting up her face. “That was Fred.”“No way,” I said, jumping off the bird seed

pallet. I made my way into my office to inspect the intercom system. During the day, it was

hooked up to an MP3 system that broadcasted music and promotional blurbs throughout the

store. At night, it was thankfully disconnected, giving us a break from the canned music none of

us had ever heard of before.Typical of that type of system, the music was muted when

someone used the intercom to page a message. “Manager to the register” was the most

frequent phrase used.Nothing was amiss. Everything was working like it normally did. By the

time I returned to the sales floor, the sounds of a beating heart had stopped.“Do you hear that

often?” I asked, feeling the first sensation of trepidation.“Just during overnights usually,” one of

the employees told me.The logical side of me dismissed it as faulty equipment. The store was

old, which meant that the electrical components were also aging, but a heartbeat? That was a

little surreal to me. It was difficult to explain.I quickly forgot about it until the next event

transpired.One day, I was merchandising some new product into the current plan-o-gram, while

internally cursing at the person who designed the product layout. Instead of making sure the

items would all fit on the same shelf, the corporate merchandiser had simply shrunk the image

on the page. It meant that I’d have to rework the entire design to fit everything in the already

tight spot.As I knelt in front of the shelving unit, the automatic front doors opened. I glanced up,

thinking that a customer had walked through. It was our customary policy to greet them as they

came into the store and offer assistance. When I looked up, nobody was there.Even though I

had been sitting there for over fifteen minutes, I wondered if I had somehow triggered the

invisible eye that detected movement. I waved my hands over my head, but the door fell closed

again and remained that way.“That’s weird,” I mumbled to myself and then returned to my

project. A few minutes later, it happened again.An employee walked past and took notice of the



situation. She smiled at me.“That must be Fred,” she said breezily.Since coming to the store,

the employees were hell-bent on convincing me that the store was haunted. Even though I had

lived through a haunting of my own, I had a difficult time accepting their theory at face

value.People often get spooked and will lump together several experiences, hoping to make a

noteworthy story out of them. I wasn’t necessarily buying it, although I was getting closer.The

following day, I came back to my display and began tweaking it to make it look better and the

door didn’t budge. I stared at it, almost willing it to move, but it refused.Several days later, as I

was covering the register for a cashier who was on break, it began happening again. This time,

I was far enough away from the doors to know that I wasn’t causing it to open. It was almost as

though it was doing it on purpose to capture my attention. I put a call into the company who

serviced the doors for us.The man came out the following day and tore apart the mechanism.

He worked for nearly an hour before he put it all back together again.“Nothing is wrong with it,”

he told me matter-of-factly.“What do you mean? It sometimes opens on its own. Something

must be wrong,” I told him.He shrugged. “I don’t know what to tell you. Nothing is wrong with

it.”If I wasn’t convinced that the building was haunted, the next event would make me a

believer.Carrie and I often got to the store several hours before it opened. While she cleaned

the small animal compartments, I finished up paperwork and did small projects that I couldn’t

do when the store was opened.I was in the middle of tearing apart a display, when Carrie

approached me, her face blanched of color.“Oh my God! You won’t believe what just happened

to me,” she said.I started to ask her to elaborate, but she motioned with fluttering hands for me

to follow her. “I have to show you,” she said.She led me back to the rear of the store and

pointed at the double doors.The doors were solid with small windows at the tops that led to the

receiving area where we kept the excess product that wouldn’t fit on the shelves. When I tried

to push them open, they refused to budge.“You know my routine. I go back into the back and

get the portable vacuum in the mornings and then push it through these doors to get to the

front of the store. After I was finished with them, I went to put it back and the doors wouldn’t

open,” she said and then pried the door open with her fingers to show me what was on the

other side.Two heavy boxes were in front of the doors, preventing them from being pushed

open. This was strange to me because we didn’t keep boxes of product near the door. They

were either lined up on a shelf on the other side of the room or they were left on the pallet until

we could put them away.As I inspected the shelf where the boxes are kept, my heart nearly

froze. There were two open spaces that were identical in size to the boxes she found in front of

the doors. It looked as though someone had picked up the boxes and carried them to the

doors. I didn’t know what to say.The following weeks found me anxious about going into the

back storage room by myself. If I could have avoided it altogether, I probably would have, but

some of the supplies I needed were kept there.It wasn’t long before I began hearing the same

static sound that I’ve always associated with ghosts. I stopped dead in my tracks the first time I

heard it, my heart hammering inside my chest.Was there really a ghost here?I would flip the

lights on in the morning and practically race to the back of the store. The backroom was dimly

lit. No amount of lighting could have eased my fears though. If this was a ghost, he was nothing

like the man at my rock wall. This was more like the creepy guy who haunted my former house.

I got cold chills just thinking about it.“I’m just going to go back and get a few peg hooks and

then I’ll be gone,” I would say aloud, hoping none of my employees would hear me. Then I’d

race to the far back corner of the room where the shadows were the darkest and grab what I

needed before bolting out of the room.It felt weird talking to thin air, but I hoped that by

explaining my intentions, he would leave me alone.On one of these occasions, I nearly

barreled over Carrie as she came through the double doors. She laughed at the expression on



my face.“Now do you believe me?” she asked.I did, but there wasn’t much I could do about it. I

didn’t want to admit it for fear that the employees would be too frightened to come to work.

Finding good associates was difficult enough. Losing them over a haunting would have been

devastating.Several months later, the final piece of the puzzle dropped neatly into place.I came

into the store two hours prior to opening time, my mind filled with thoughts of our upcoming

inventory. Once a year we were required to count every piece of product in the store, to insure

our inventory counts were accurate. It was a time consuming process that I dreaded every

year. Not only would it eat up all my work time, it would also force me to work longer hours.That

morning, I wanted to go through some of the back-stock in the back room and put away

everything that could fit on the shelves. As I was walking down the long aisle towards the rear

of the store, I saw a man standing at the end of one of the aisles, inspecting one of my

displays.He was dressed as though he belonged in the 1940’s with a long trench coat and a

newsboy cap. He was close to my height, judging by the shelves he was standing in front of,

which was fairly short for a man. The fact that he was in the store at all was astounding. Even

more surprising was his coloring. He was made entirely of shades of grey.From his jacket to his

shoes, he was grey and white, looking exactly like an old newspaper photo. I only saw him for

two or three seconds before I walked past an aisle display. By the time I got around it, the man

was gone.I knew for a fact that the front doors were locked. The only people in the store were

me and Carrie.“Carrie!” I called out, while racing to the spot where I saw the man. While I was

pretty sure he wasn’t a physical person, judging by the grey tones, I couldn’t simply dismiss it

as paranormal without searching the store first. If someone had somehow snuck into the store,

I needed to know about it.Carrie came running and we searched the store together, not finding

any trace of the man. Both the front and back doors were securely locked, as well.Once we

finished, we retreated outside for a cigarette. After I took my first deep drag, my hands were

still shaking.“I guess I finally met Fred,” I told her.“I guess you did,” she said with a sense of

accomplishment.I did a bit of research on the property and learned that it had been a gas

station in the 1940’s and 50’s. Later, after the gas pumps were removed and the building was

demolished, it became a graveyard for old semi-truck trailers. I was told that homeless people

would camp out in them until the police chased them away again. The man I saw pretty much

fit the description of what I thought a man from the forties would look like. Was he a former gas

station owner who was still hanging around his property?The questions piled up on top of one

another with no logical explanation. I had been under the assumption that someone had to die

at the location before it could become haunted, but after researching the topic I learned this

wasn’t true. Ghosts sometimes hung out at places where they spent a lot of time while they

were alive. If the man worked at the gas station, or even owned it, it stood to reason that he

might hang around there after death.It made me wonder what he was doing. It was obvious

that he wasn’t seeing a vision from the past by the way he was inspecting the flea and tick

endcap so carefully. Was he trying to make sense of the new-fangled products? I didn’t know,

but I was insanely curious about him and wanted to learn more.Years later, while I was at a

national meeting, I met a man who had once managed my store. He had since been promoted

to a district manager position in Arizona, which gave him a sense of clout. I knew he would be

hesitant to talk about ghosts given his job title, but I couldn’t let the opportunity pass without at

least trying. I asked him about Fred as soon as I tracked him down.He gave me a steady look,

his expression border-lining between intrigue and apprehension.“I saw him one morning. I

need to know what you saw,” I told him. The expression on my face must have been the

deciding factor because he pulled me aside to a place where no one else could hear us talk.He

then told me about the heart beat on the intercom and about the front doors that sometimes



opened on their own. Then he told me a story I hadn’t heard before.“One night as we were

locking up, we stood at the front of the store near the doors and saw a man race across the

store and disappear into the fish department. We searched the store from top to bottom and

never found anyone,” he told me. That was confirmation enough.As much as I didn’t want to

admit it, not only was I living in a haunted house, I was also managing a haunted store.Chapter

5Motel GhostsAfter one of my supervisors at work saw my Christmas tree lot, I was soon

offered a regional promotion.“Anyone who thinks outside the box like that is someone I want on

my team,” he told me. Most of the other stores had done far less for the charity drive, setting

me apart from the crowd.I went from managing a retail store to becoming a regional manager,

covering five states. I was gone all day, from dawn to dusk, driving to the stores in my area to

evaluate and coach them on their pet grooming and training programs. Twice a month, I was

required to travel to New Jersey and New York, where I spent several days visiting the stores in

the vicinity.I loved my new job, but really despised all the traveling involved, especially the

overnight trips. It often brought me nose to nose with the paranormal world.I found this out

quickly during a trip to Long Island, New York. I was traveling with a group of regional

associates who were doing a tour of the area to prepare the stores for an upcoming visit from a

high-level company Vice President. This happened several times a year and I was always

expected to participate.While I loved the freedom of my promotion, I never looked forward to

the group outings. Egos were always evident as my peers attempted to outshine each other in

hopes of garnering attention from our superiors. I’ve never been good at playing that game. I

do what I do without a need to gloat over it. Even when I tried, I came off flat and false. It

reminded me of being back in high school, trying to be something I wasn’t and failing miserably

at it.Our group toured several stores during the day, met for dinner at a nice restaurant that

evening and then retired to our rooms where we would catch up on our unread emails.I was

exhausted when I finally got to my room. Holding a forced smile all day left me with a dull

throbbing headache. All I wanted to do was to fall into bed and sleep, but I needed to make

sure I was secure first.The room was long and narrow, much larger than most rooms I had

stayed at in the area. When real estate prices were extraordinarily high, the hotel rooms often

reflected this. I once stayed in a room in Times Square that was barely big enough for a bed

and a dresser. This room was at least ten times that size.The wall on the right side of the room

was home to two queen-sized beds, with a small sofa, desk and entertainment cabinet

consuming the opposite wall. The bathroom was located at the far end. Besides the size, it

looked like any other hotel room I’d ever stayed at, with one exception. This room had drop

ceilings.I was familiar with drop ceilings after living in a house that had them in the living room.

If you lifted one of the panels, you could see all the way up to the ceiling. If the walls between

the rooms didn't extend to the ceiling, it would be conceivable for someone to slip over the wall,

gaining instant access to my room.It was a ridiculous concept. Why would anyone want to get

into my room? It wasn’t like I was traveling with a queen’s ransom that someone would want to

steal. Besides, nobody was in the hallway when I unlocked the door, so they would have no

idea who was next door. Still though, I couldn’t get the thought out of my mind.I found my way

to the bathroom and took a quick shower, washing away the residue of the long day and easing

my aching muscles. As soon as I was finished, I pulled on a pair of sleep shorts and a t-shirt

and headed back into the room.The minute I walked in, I knew I wasn’t alone. One quick glance

around the room dispelled this idea, but I couldn’t shake the feeling. I felt as though I was being

watched.I grabbed my laptop and hopped into bed, hoping for a distraction to take my mind off

my fears. I would answer a few work emails, which would hopefully help me fall asleep. As soon

as I opened my computer and turned it on, my ears began ringing with a static sound.I froze.It



seemed to be coming from the other end of the room, near the bathroom. I found my eyes

drawn to the ceiling near the wall, half expecting to see the ceiling panel move.I snapped my

laptop shut and scrambled out of the bed. Every cell in my body urged me to bolt from the

room, but where would I go?If I raced down to the lobby in my night clothes, I’d be met with

inquisitive stares. I couldn’t even imagine contacting one of my work associates regarding my

fears. I worked far too hard for my promotion just to throw it away on an irrational fear. After all,

there was clearly no one in my room.I studied the air around me, my heart pounding

frantically.What could I do?I couldn’t imagine the teasing I’d get from my coworkers later. “Did

you see another ghost, Joni?” My superiors wouldn’t find it nearly as amusing, possibly

reassessing my ability to perform my job.I eased back onto the bed and put my back against

the headboard. While I could still hear the buzzing sound, nothing moved in the room. It wasn’t

exactly comforting, but it was all I had at the moment.After a few minutes, I relaxed a bit. It had

been a long day. Maybe I was just imagining things. I slid my laptop back onto my lap and

began responding to emails sent to me by the stores I covered. It didn’t take me long to lose

myself in my work and temporarily forget about my situation.Some of the emails were easy to

answer, but others required extensive research, which took me the better part of an hour. As I

finished my last message, I was getting ready to close my laptop and think about going to

sleep when the bathroom light snapped on.I stared across the room, feeling the same sense of

unease wash over me. I might have imagined the buzzing sound, but this was something I

couldn’t dismiss so easily.Would someone or something come walking out of the bathroom?I

watched the rectangle of light for what felt like an eternity before easing up from my bed. I

glanced around the room, looking for something to defend myself with, but didn’t see anything

that even remotely resembled a weapon. The closest thing was the table lamp, but I didn’t want

to take the time to unplug it and remove the lampshade. Instead, I crept across the room and

approached the bathroom.The bathroom fan whirred loudly, blocking out all other sounds in the

room. If the buzzing tone was happening, I couldn’t hear it. I slipped into the bathroom and

whipped open the shower curtain.Nothing was there.I took a deep breath and let it out with a

sigh. Even though I knew I was alone, I still had a situation to consider. How did the light come

on by itself?I turned my attention to the wall switch. It was a standard mechanism. I turned it

off, causing the light and fan to cut out, plunging me into near total darkness.“Shit!” I swore and

flipped it back on again before something could reach out and grab me. The light and fan came

back on again, returning the bathroom to normal.“What the hell?” I whispered.I made another

sweep of the room, taking care to inspect the spaces beneath the two beds and the interior of

the closet. No one was there.Thoughts of the ghost at my home and the one at my old store

returned to me. Every time I felt something was nearby, I heard the same buzzing tone in my

ears. Was I hearing ghosts?It seemed illogical to me that every place I went to was haunted.

Was the world so full of ghosts that they were crowded shoulder to shoulder together, or was I

drawing them to me?I didn’t have any easy answers, so I headed back to my bed. We were

starting early the next day, visiting another handful of stores. I needed to be at the top of my

game, not bleary-eyed and groggy from a lost night of sleep. I turned on a lamp near the small

sofa and jumped back into bed, making a massive leap so nothing could grab my ankles from

under the bed.Part of me fear was hinged firmly on my lack of knowledge. What could a ghost

do to me? Could it slip into my body while I was asleep and take me over? Would the Joni who

appeared at the corporate breakfast table the next morning be someone altogether different

than the Joni who checked into her hotel room the night before?Could they hurt me?I had

watched enough horror movies to fill my mind with possibilities. I imagined hands closing

around my throat as soon as I closed my eyes. If I managed to turn on the lamp, I would find



the room empty.As those scenarios raced through my mind, I realized that none of them were

the ones that scared me the most. My greatest fear was to wake up and find one standing

beside my bed.When my daughter was small, she often walked in her sleep. Sometimes she

would walk to the side of my bed and just stand there until I woke with a gasp. It always took

my mind several seconds to comprehend what I was seeing. For those terrifying three

seconds, I always thought she was something else.Sleep found me after an eternity of lying

there, listening to the sounds of the hotel. People shuffled down the hallways at odd hours of

the night, talking too loudly. The air conditioner turned itself on with a roar that nearly sent me

skyward several times, while someone in the next room randomly thumped against the wall. I

soon found myself falling into a dark pit of nightmares where someone was chasing me. I woke

with a start hours later.I sat up in bed, trying to figure out where I was. The room was pitch

black. I couldn’t see a single thing in the darkness. As the dregs of sleep fell away, I

remembered where I was. With a sense of panic, I pawed the nightstand beside my bed, trying

to find the lamp.It came on with a click, illuminating the room with a soft glow. Nothing was out

of place except for one thing. I had left a lamp on, but now it was turned off.I crept out of bed,

approaching the lamp as though it was a snake coiled in the grass. I turned it back on to make

sure the bulb hadn’t simply burned out, but it came on with a flourish. I turned it off and back on

again, thinking that maybe it just had a faulty switch, but it worked perfectly.I spent the rest of

the night propped up in my bed, waiting for daylight to find me. Nothing else happened, but that

didn’t alleviate my fears. Something was in the room with me that night and I knew it.I met my

coworkers and supervisors early the next morning. The circles under my eyes were evident

and several people inquired about them.“Couldn’t sleep?” one of them asked.“No. I have a hard

time sleeping in hotel rooms,” I told him, not wanting to divulge the truth. What would I say?

There was a ghost in my room?It would be the first of many times that I would live through a

horrific event that I couldn’t talk about. If I did, people would think I was crazy and I’d lose all

chances of hanging onto the job I so desperately needed.Experiences like that continued to

happen to me in various hotels. Lights came on by themselves and strange noises sounded in

the other parts of the rooms. Several times, I felt the distinct pressure of someone sitting on the

bed with me and was actually touched on the cheek once. It didn’t matter how fancy the room

was. If there was a ghost in the general vicinity, it found me.I eventually discovered a hotel in

West Orange, New Jersey that had a good feel to it. The room was located in the older section

of the building and had the added bonus of being at ground level with a small porch. I could sit

out there and smoke when the urge struck me, while I watched the traffic pass by on the road

out front.Nothing happened to me in that room, so I continued to request it for my return trips to

the area. On my fifth or sixth visit, I heard the distinct buzzing sound enter my room, but it

didn’t have the same aggressive emotions attached to it. It felt more like the man at the stone

wall, which made me more comfortable.As I drove home from my trip, I had to smile. Had I

become so at ease with the concept of ghosts that I was now placing them into categories?

Scary or safe? I wasn’t sure, but it would forever change the way I felt about staying at

hotels.Unfortunately for me, back home was no different than I left it. In fact, the ghosts

seemed to be angry that I left for so long.Chapter 6My Paranormal Side-KickIt was evident that

something strange was happening to me. Everywhere I went, I began picking up the sound that

alerted me to the presence of ghosts.It didn’t matter if I was at the grocery store or driving past

a cemetery, it became a constant part of my life. It came at me, unwanted and without

reservation. I couldn’t turn it off or even block the sound. In some ways, it was similar to having

an indicator button that couldn’t be disabled. Perhaps the worst part was having to keep it all to

myself.I really didn’t have many friends. For most of my life I had worked as a manager and



resisted the urge to become friends with my associates. If I hung out with them socially, it

would have completely decimated the employee/manager boundary, making it impossible to do

my job.The few friends I did have weren’t interested in the paranormal. I wasn’t certain if they

even believed in ghosts. It wasn’t a topic we discussed. The only thing I had was my pets and

they ended up teaching me more than I bargained for.My house was quickly becoming a ghost

hotel. Not only was I hearing the tone that I had always associated with ghosts, I began to

realize that there was more than one of them. Some of the tones were high and crystal clear,

while others were low and filled with static. As I tuned into them, I counted at least five different

ghosts in my house.None of them had the same menacing feeling that I felt in the hotel room,

but it wasn’t exactly a comforting thought either. Even though I had been hearing the sounds

since childhood, a part of me simply disregarded them. Somehow, I had been able to deny the

legitimacy of them. In some ways, it was probably self-preservation. I wasn’t mentally ready to

deal with this on the grand scale it would become, so I wouldn’t allow myself to fully believe in

it. It was much easier to pretend it wasn’t happening than to except the truth of the matter. Now

that I had broken down that wall, there was no going back. I was in it for the long haul.It wasn’t

long before I began to notice that my cats were tuned into the same thing I was sensing.The

bond I shared with my pets went deeper than a normal pet/owner relationship. I could feel them

and often interpret their moods. When one of them was ill, I knew it even if they were hiding

their symptoms. I don’t know if I was simply reading their body language or if I was deciphering

their energy, but I was always aware of what they were feeling.At this point in my development,

I was insanely curious about everything that was happening to me. I began reading books and

articles on paranormal websites, hungry for answers. What I found out about my connection

with pets made perfect sense to me. Not only was I gifted with the ability to sense ghosts, I was

also an Empath.Empaths are people who are tuned into the energy surrounding them. They

can tap into the energy and pull information from it. This was especially true with people and

animals they were close to.As I read more, I also learned that Empaths often struggle with all

this excess energy. They absorbed it like human sponges. When the energy overflowed in their

bodies, it would often cause them to react in a physical way. Some people develop signs of

depression and anxiety, while others get blinding headaches.Some Empaths are even able to

tap into the energy of the dead as well as the living. Was this how I was interpreting whether a

ghost was safe or scary? Was I tuning into their energy? I wasn’t sure, but I wanted to know

more.The articles recommended a process called “grounding” to help purge off the extra

energy that an Empath absorbs. There were various methods suggested, but the one that

resonated with me was to imagine my feet planted twenty feet into the ground like the roots of

a tree. I would then imagine a white light beaming overhead. As I took a breath, I pulled the

white light into the crown of my head. As I exhaled, I would push the extra energy down my

body and into my feet where it could be absorbed into the ground.Once I did that, I went onto

the second part of the exercise, which involved shielding myself from pulling in more energy.

For this, I had to imagine pulling the white light from above my head downward to my body,

creating a protective bubble that surrounded me.I found the bubble shielding to be helpful in

everyday life. I used it when I was forced to endure large crowds of people and even used it on

airplanes during some of my longer work trips.Another symptom of being Empathic involved

animals. Not only were Empaths more connected to animals, they often drew them in. It made

me think about my childhood and how animals would naturally gravitate to me.My own pets

were no exception. They felt like souls who shared my space, not just “things” that people

collected. I recognized the fact that they had emotions and thoughts, just like I did. They were

also picking up on the paranormal activity in my house, just like I was.My two brown tabby cats



would sit and watch something move around the room. The first time I noticed it, I naturally

thought they were watching a bug.“Whatcha looking at, Gatorbug?” I asked the older of my two

cats. Gatorbug was a sweet cat with beautiful thick black stripes. Of the two cats, he was the

most affectionate, always preferring to be by my side.I looked around the room to see what he

was watching when I realized I was hearing a tone. As I turned my head, I was amazed to

realize that I could actually pinpoint the location it was coming from. To my utter surprise,

Gatorbug began watching the exact same spot. If it moved, he followed it to the next place I

heard it. Soon, my other cat Skeeter was watching it too.

The Soul Collector, Devil's Toy Box, When Ghosts Are Near, True Ghost Stories & Hauntings:

Real Catholic Exorcisms

Raymond Richard, “Love you work Joni. Joni is a gifted story teller. In this book she shares the

personal experiences of herself and others Many of her experiences in the Paranormal will

blow you mind. Some of them seem unbelievable. Many or them I experienced with her and

can validate that they are true happenings. She tells these stories in a way so that anyone can

get something out of it. Once I started reading I couldn't put the book down, especially

compelling is her journey home after the Gettysburg investigation. I knew the details, but

reading it I couldn't stop till I had read it all. I am thankful she survived the journey home and

that I still have her as a living friend.  Love you work Joni.”

Ellie6613, “Joni Mayhan’s newest book, Ghost Magnet, is an .... Joni Mayhan’s newest book,

Ghost Magnet, is an interesting, often very scary look into the life of a sensitive. Joni takes you

with her as she confronts spirits that attach to her while on investigations, and that end up

following her home. As terrifying as this is for Joni, she takes you under her wing and tells the

story in such a way that while yes, you are scared, you also sense the calm with which Joni

handles each of these events.Ghost Magnet is a book that will keep you reading into the night.

Hard to put down, interesting, chilling, and very insightful.  Keep them coming, Ms. Mayhan!”

Kevin L. Kramer, “Highly Recommend.. I just finished Ghost Magnet yesterday. This is a great

book. Joni Mayhan is so honest and transparent with her personal struggles while at the same

time she is able to write a powerful book on the paranormal and how frightening it can be. I

don't understand all of the abilities some people have, but that's okay. If you have read any of

Ms. Mayhan's books and you have not read this one, I highly recommend you buy it. The Soul

Collector was the first one I read and I think I will re-read it because she refers to it many times

during Ghost Magnet. Thank you Joni.”

Mary A. Earhart, “I like her down-to-earth style. The author is humble and staightforward about

what she knows and doesn’t know and shares what experience has taught her. She makes

friends in high places and readers benefit.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good book. I had a good time reading this book, but I think that the

author Joni, should have learned her craft much better before going to extremely haunted

areas. I understand that one has to walk before running, but considering the bad times she had
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with certain homes, she is lucky to not have lost her mind. Good luck in future times and hope

that this is her new life's work.”

Verified Purchaser, “Breathtaking. I was hooked right from the start. I felt as though I was

standing right next to Joni as she experienced every thing she did. Many times I was holding

my breath as I was not sure what was going to happen next. The title certainly describes Joni.”

DLH, “Fascinating story. This was one of those books I found hard to put down. It was very well

written and seemed very truthful. I especially enjoyed the pictures that accompanied the

narrative. This book is a good choice for people who like true, believable accounts of the

paranormal.”

Sarah Jane Moon, “Ghost Magnet.. I enjoyed this book,I've read a few of her books and find

them easy to read. Makes me glad that I'm not psychic!”

April, “Brave woman!. What an incredible journey this woman has, she feels honest and

genuine to me and she writes in a manner that lays it all out very well. I think she is someone

who would be well worth calling a friend. I enjoyed reading her account and perception of her

experiences.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I enjoyed following Joni's life very much. I enjoyed following Joni's life

very much. From beginning to present. I recommend to all who love the paranormal or are

thinking of being a ghost hunter, to read this book. It is very informative. Thank you Joni for a

great read..”

The book by Joni Mayhan has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 57 people have provided feedback.
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